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Independent Harley rider Jake Axelrod is conflicted when his ex-girlfriend 
calls from Chicago one morning at dawn. Emotionally distressed, Karen 
Watson begs the Boston-area biker to help her get away from her control 
freak husband, who is a wealthy and highly respected plastic surgeon. 

In "One Light Coming: A Biker's Story," after Jake agrees to help out and 
Karen arrives in Boston, he reluctantly lets the woman back into his heart. 
When Karen is killed a few weeks later, the biker is unjustly accused of 
causing her death. To avoid a lengthy prison sentence for a crime he did 



not commit, Jake escapes from police custody with the help of a very 
unlikely ally in this work of fiction by authors Edward Winterhalder and Marc 
Teatum. 

Relying on an old friend who is an attorney, and new acquaintances from 
both sides of the law, Jake avoids capture while looking for a way to prove 
his innocence. At a biker rally in western Massachusetts, he gets lucky 
when a good looking pool shark, members of the notorious Skuldmen 
motorcycle club and a Harley-riding state trooper provide Jake with an 
opportunity to serve up a plate of justice, biker style. 

-- Publisher's Review 

"One Light Coming: A Biker's Story" (Book 3 of the Series), by Edward 
Winterhalder and Marc Teatum, Blockhead City, 340 pages, $24.95, 
hardcover 

About the authors 

Edward Winterhalder has been riding Harleys since 1974, and is one of the 
world's leading authorities on bikers, motorcycle clubs and the Harley-
Davidson biker lifestyle; his books about the culture are published in 
multiple languages and sold all over the world. 

"Because I have lived the biker lifestyle myself for more than 35 years, I 
feel confident that I can write about what really goes on in the life of a biker 
on a day-to-day basis," he said. 

In addition to his literary endeavors, Winterhalder is a consultant to the 
entertainment industry for television, feature film and DVD projects that 
focus on the Harley-Davidson biker lifestyle and has appeared worldwide 
on television networks such as History Television, Prime, CBC, Bravo, 
National Geographic (Nat Geo), Global and the History Channel. 

He is also the creator and executive producer of the "Biker Chicz" reality 
television series and the "Living On The Edge" reality television/DVD 
series. 

Marc Teatum lives in Massachusetts and is an award-winning advertising 
and commercial photographer. Formerly an editor of "Update," the 
Massachusetts Motorcycle Association magazine, he is now a content 
licensing manager in the publishing industry. An avid Harley-Davidson 
enthusiast for more than 25 years, Teatum is active in motorcycle rights 



organizations in the Boston area. 

 
Meet the Author 

Edward Winterhalder will be making appearances and signing books and DVDs 
from 1 to 6 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday at Seminole Harley-Davidson, 620 
Hickman Circle, Sanford; 407-831-7888. 

For information about his books, television shows or DVDs, visit his website, 
blockheadcity.com 

	  


